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Background

The potential ability to derive non-invasively infor-
mation on left ventricular diastolic function, makes
Doppler ultrasound a very attractive tool in clinical
practice. The traditional approach to evaluate left
ventricular diastolic function non-invasively uses pulsed
wave Doppler echocardiography with the sample vol-
ume positioned at the level of the mitral valve leaflet
tips. The recorded velocity profile of left ventricular
1525-2167/01/040219+15 $35.00/0
inflow shows an early filling wave (E-wave) and a late
filling wave during atrial contraction (A-wave). A mul-
titude of indices such as peak E and A velocity, their
ratio, and acceleration and deceleration times are
derived from this velocity pattern and proposed as
markers for diastolic function[1–5]. Intensive research,
using numerical[6–9] and in vitro[10] models, next to
observations in animals and humans[8,11–16], have clearly
elucidated the physical and physiological determinants
of the transmitral velocity pattern. Although it provided
us with many clinical useful insights, this research
revealed also the limitations of pulsed wave Doppler
echocardiography in clinical practice for assessing
diastolic function.

Another widely used application of Doppler echo-
cardiography is the assessment of pressure drops across
orifices: e.g. using the simplified Bernoulli equation
pressure drops across the mitral valve are estimated
based on pulsed wave Doppler derived velocities[17].
However, the limitations for assessing pressure gradients
The ability to derive non-invasively information on left
ventricular diastolic function on one hand and pressure
gradients on the other hand, makes Doppler ultrasound a
very attractive tool in clinical practice. However, the limi-
tations of the standard Doppler approaches in differentiat-
ing between normal and pseudonormal filling patterns,
together with the limitations of the simplified Bernoulli
equation for assessing pressure gradients, are well
described. In this manuscript the role of colour M-mode
Doppler echocardiography as a tool that can overcome
these limitations is discussed. Relevant key concepts of the
haemodynamics of left ventricular filling and its relation-
ship with colour M-mode Doppler echocardiography are
introduced.
(Eur J Echocardiography 2001; 2: 219–233)
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using the simplified Bernoulli equation are largely
demonstrated[18–21].

To overcome the limitations of standard pulsed
wave Doppler echocardiography, additional techniques
remain necessary. Analysis of the pulmonary venous
flow patterns[22], and more recently the use of
tissue Doppler imaging[23–27], strain[28] and strain rate
imaging[29], and colour M-mode Doppler echocardiog-
raphy[30] have been suggested as promising new
tools in the evaluation of left ventricular diastolic
function using ultrasound based technology. In this
review we will focus on colour M-mode Doppler
echocardiography.
Figure 1. Left panel: Schematic representation of the recording of a colour M-mode Doppler image of left
ventricular filling with the scanline aligned with the central inflow tract. Right panel: Spatio-temporal velocity
information, obtained using colour M-mode Doppler echocardiography, represented in a three-dimensional
graph (top) and in a two-dimensional plane with the velocity encoded in colors (bottom).
Eur J Echocardiography, Vol. 2, issue 4, December 2001
Colour M-mode Doppler Echocardiography
of Left Ventricular Filling

Whereas pulsed wave Doppler velocity measurements
represent a temporal velocity variation throughout the
cardiac cycle obtained at a single point in space, colour
M-mode Doppler echocardiography interrogates all the
velocities along a scan line and provides a spatio-
temporal velocity map with a temporal resolution of
5 ms, a spatial resolution of approximately 0·3 mm and
a velocity resolution of typically 3 cm.s�1 [31]. Figure 1
(left panel) shows the orientation of the scan line,
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captured from an apical window. The scan line is
parallel to the inflow track of left ventricular filling. The
right panel (top) shows a three-dimensional graph con-
taining the spatial and temporal distributed velocity
information. A colour M-mode Doppler image provides
the same three-dimensional information in a two-
dimensional plane with the velocity encoded in colours
(Fig. 1, right panel, bottom).

Two distinct approaches are used to cope with the
velocity information in a colour M-mode Doppler
image. On the one hand, qualitative properties of the
flow field within the left ventricular cavity are analysed.
This approach has led to the concept of flow propa-
gation velocity (vp). On the other hand, efforts are
made towards the development of ‘pressure imaging’
techniques, i.e. visualizing and calculating pressure
differences, thereby fully exploiting quantitatively the
numerical velocity information, stored in a colour
M-mode Doppler image. In this manuscript the progress
in both approaches will be reviewed and discussed.
Haemodynamics of Left Ventricular
Filling and Colour M-mode Doppler

Echocardiography
Haemodynamics of Left Ventricular Filling

Colour M-mode Doppler echocardiography of left ven-
tricular filling provides velocities along one scan line in a
three-dimensional flow field. Therefore, to understand
the haemodynamics of the velocity information in the
colour M-mode Doppler image, the entire flow field
within the left ventricular cavity has to be considered.
From the early 1970s to the late 1990s, several research
groups have focused their efforts on understanding the
intra-ventricular flow field. Although those studies were
conducted with different objectives, it provided us with
many useful insights concerning the filling mechanisms
of the left ventricle and confirmed that vortex formation
is a crucial phenomenon in the mechanism of left
ventricular filling.

Vorticity at a point in a fluid is related to the angular
velocity of an infinitesimal fluid mass that is instan-
taneously occupying a point in space[32]. The injection of
fluid through an orifice is a mechanism that generates
vorticity, resulting in a smoke ring like vortex (Fig. 2,
left panel). Therefore, because left ventricular filling is
basically the filling of a cavity through an orifice, left
ventricular filling generates smoke ring like vortices in
the left ventricular cavity (Fig. 2, right panel). The
diameter of the core of the ring (a) and the diameter of
the annulus around the core (b) characterize the vortex
ring as shown in Fig. 2. The fluid particles trapped
within the annulus around the core are travelling with
the vortex ring at a propagation speed vp. This propa-
gation speed does not equal the velocity of an individual
fluid particle (v) because individual fluid particles are
rotating within the travelling vortex ring[32,33].
The generation and travelling of vortices in the left
ventricle is confirmed in several studies. In the 1970s,
studies were initiated to investigate the influence of the
flow field on valvular mechanics. Lee et al.[34] with the
use of a numerical model, and Bellhouse et al.[35] with
the use of an in-vitro model, described vortex formation
during left ventricular filling. According to Bellhouse
et al.[35], the presence of a vortex ring provides a
mechanism for valve closure at the end of diastole. In
the late 1980s and early 1990s several clinical studies
have examined the spatial dependent differences of
the intra-ventricular flow in the diseased left ventricle
during the cardiac cycle[36–38]. Simultaneously, numeri-
cal and in vitro simulations provided a theoretical
framework, explaining the observations[39,40]. From this
research[36–38] it was concluded that travelling vortices
especially are a feature of left ventricles that have
become pathologically dilated. Also, a positive relation-
ship between the presence of vortex rings and a risk of
thrombus formation was suggested. However, the use of
two-dimensional colour Doppler (which has a poor time
resolution) and pulsed wave Doppler echocardiography
(which provides information at only one location) for
observing the subtle spatial differences during diastolic
filling is a limitation in these studies. In contrast with
those studies, recently Rodevand et al.[41] described the
presence of vortices in normal human left ventricles
during diastolic filling using colour M-mode Doppler
echocardiography, which has a superior time resolution
compared with two-dimensional echocardiography.

In the 1990s, in vitro and numerical studies of the flow
in a skeletal muscle left ventricle were very elusive in
explaining the mechanism of vortex formation and
travelling in a cavity[42–44]. In the in-vitro experiments,
detailed information about the formation and travelling
of vortices during filling was obtained with the use of a
helium–neon laser that illuminated planar sections of the
model ventricles. Influences of geometrical properties,
including cavity volume, valve size, ejection fraction,
and inclination of the mitral valve plane on vortex
formation and travelling were investigated.
Travelling Vortices and Colour M-mode
Doppler Echocardiography of Left

Ventricular Filling

In the above mentioned experimental work[42–44], the
positive relationship between the position of the vortex
ring in the cavity and the position of the maximal blood
velocity in the left ventricle along the base–apex axis, i.e.
the fact that propagation speed of the vortex ring equals
the propagation speed of the maximum velocity, was a
key observation. Steen et al.[45], using a hydraulic model,
were the first to realize that the travelling speed of a
vortex ring in the left ventricle could therefore be
associated with the vp obtained from a colour M-mode
Doppler image. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 3,
showing two snapshots of the filling of a model left
Eur J Echocardiography, Vol. 2, issue 4, December 2001
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ventricle next to a drawing of a corresponding colour
M-mode Doppler image. Simultaneously with the
propagation of the vortex ring from base (at time t1)
towards the apex (at time t2), the maximum velocity is
shifting upwards in the colour M-mode Doppler image.
Therefore, the propagation speed of the ring vortex vp

can be derived from the slope in the colour M-mode
Doppler image:

Vierendeels et al.[46], using a numerical model, con-
firmed this close relationship between the position of the
vortex core and the position of the maximum velocities
along the base–apex axis.

In case of vortex formation during left ventricular
filling, peak E-velocity should always exceed v because
p

Eur J Echocardiography, Vol. 2, issue 4, December 2001
of the hydrodynamic principle that, due to the intrinsic
circular motion of the particles in the ring vortex, the
velocity of particles (E) in a vortex ring exceeds the
velocity at which the whole ring travels (vp). The higher
peak E-velocity, compared to vp, is observed in vitro and
in numero[42–46], and in vivo[47–49].
Figure 2. Principle of vortex formation during left ventricular filling. A smoke ring like vortex (left panel) with
(a) the diameter of the core and (b) the diameter of the annulus around the core is formed in a left ventricle
(mitral valve diameter D, right panel). The vortex is propagating with a propagation speed vp in the direction of
the apex. Individual fluid particles are rotating within the vortex ring and have a velocity v.
Biphasic Filling Pattern

As described above, vortex formation is a crucial
phenomenon in the filling process. However, during the
initial flow phase, before the vortex ring has fully
developed, blood moves almost simultaneously in the
whole ventricle. Therefore, in a colour M-mode Doppler
image of the early filling wave, very often a biphasic-
filling pattern is observed. This is illustrated in Fig. 4,
which shows a colour M-mode Doppler image of left
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ventricular filling obtained in a normal subject. Phase I
is straight upward and can be associated with the initial
motion of the blood column in the left ventricle due to
the passing pressure wave. Phase II is the propagation of
the maximum velocity that can be associated with
the propagation of a vortex ring as described before.
The biphasic filling pattern is observed in vitro[45], in
numero[46] and in vivo[30,41,49,50].
Assessment of Flow Propagation
Velocity Using Colour M-mode Doppler

Echocardiography
Figure 3. Physical interpretation of the flow propagation velocity as derived from a colour M-mode Doppler
image. The position of the vortex ring at different moments in time in the left ventricular (left panel) correspond
to the position of the maximal velocity along the base–apex axis, as obtained with colour M-mode Doppler
echocardiography (right panel). Therefore the propagation speed of the vortex ring corresponds to the flow
propagation velocity (vp), obtained from a colour Doppler M-mode image.
Quantifying vp from a Colour M-mode
Doppler Image

An adequate recording of a colour M-mode Doppler
image of left ventricular filling starts with placing the
M-mode line parallel with the direction of flow observed
by two-dimensional colour Doppler echocardiography
in an apical four-chamber view. Basically five different
approaches are used for identifying vp of left ventricular
filling using colour M-mode Doppler echocardiography
manually or in a (semi) automated way. Differences
between methods are mainly related to the amount of
velocity information and/or the specific part of the
colour M-mode Doppler image that is considered for
identifying a line segment.

Method 1: Brun. Brun et al.[47] defined vp as the
slope (in m.s�1) of the line segment identifying the
black-to-colour transition of the early filling wave. The
segment begins with the onset of flow in the left ventricu-
lar inlet and ends as far as possible in the left ventricular
chamber. The line segment has to be reasonably linear
[Fig. 5(a)].

Method 2: Duval-Moulin–Garcia. As the black-to-
colour transition, as defined by Brun et al., is not always
clearly visible, Duval-Moulin et al.[51] and Garcia
et al.[30] have modified this method by considering
boundaries of equal velocities, so-called isovelocity
boundaries instead of black-to-colour transitions [Fig.
5(b)]. Typically the isovelocity contour of the first alias-
ing velocities (in case of manual analysis) or the isovel-
ocity contour of 50% of the maximum velocity (in case
of semiautomatic analysis) is addressed, starting at the
position of the mitral valve, going typically 4 cm into the
left ventricle.

Method 3: Stugaard. Stugaard et al.[49] measured
the occurrence of the maximal velocities at several
positions on the left ventricular base–apex axis. The time
delay (TD, in ms) between occurrence of maximal vel-
ocity at the mitral leaflet tips and the maximal velocity
further in the left ventricle (typically 37 mm away from
the leaflet tips) is proposed as a characteristic for flow
propagation [Fig. 5(c)]. The ratio TD and the spatial
distance (S, in cm) between the first and last position is
proposed as a normalized characteristic for vp. The
dimension of this normalized characteristic is the
reciprocal of a velocity (ms.cm�1).

Method 4: Takatsuji. Takatsuji et al.[52] determined
the vp using the baseline shift, displaying the flow
velocities higher than the aliasing velocities in blue
Eur J Echocardiography, Vol. 2, issue 4, December 2001
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within the red filling flow signals. First the point of
maximal velocity around the mitral orifice in early
diastole was located. Next, the first aliasing limit was
changed to 70% of the maximal velocity. The nearest
point to the apex on the aliasing boundary (typically
occurring at the level of the mid ventricle) was then
located. The ratio (in cm.s�1) of the distance difference
(S, in cm) and the time delay (T, in s) between the
maximal velocity at the mitral valve leaflets and the most
apical point of the aliasing boundary corresponding to
70% of the peak E-wave velocity was proposed as a
characteristic for vp [Fig. 5(d)]. Note the similarity
between the Takatsuji and the Duval-Moulin–Garcia
method in using a contour of equal velocities some-
where between zero and maximum velocity. There is,
however, an important difference because the Duval-
Moulin–Garcia method tracks the front part of the
contour to identify a line, whereas Takatsuji et al. uses
only one point of the contour (typically at the top), next
to the point where the maximum velocity occurs,
typically in the centre of the area enclosed by the
contour.

Method 5: Greenberg. Greenberg et al.[53] deter-
mined vp by eigenvector analysis of the E-wave in the
colour M-mode Doppler image. This method calculates
Eur J Echocardiography, Vol. 2, issue 4, December 2001
the principal components of the E-wave as an elliptical
representation. Basically the algorithm is taking into
account all velocities in a selected region of interest of
the colour M-mode Doppler image and fits an elliptical
geometry on it. The angle of rotation of the long axis of
the ellipse is used as a parameter for vp. This angle is
expressed in degrees and negative angles are measured
clockwise [Fig. 3(e)].
Figure 4. Biphasic early filling wave obtained in a patient
using colour M-mode Doppler echocardiography. Phase
I is the instantaneous motion of the fluid due to the
passing pressure wave, phase II corresponds to the
formation and travelling of a vortex ring.
Reproducibility

From a theoretical viewpoint, keeping in mind the
higher explained relationship between travelling
speed of vortices and the position of the maximum
velocity along the left ventricular base–apex axis, the
approach of Stugaard et al.[49] seems the most straight-
forward. However, from a practical point of view,
other approaches might be preferred for reasons of
reproducibility.

Table 1 shows inter- and intra-observer variabilities
for the different approaches as reported in literature.
Due to difficulties for some images in determining the
black-to-colour transition, the method of Brun has a
high variability. Also the approach of Stugaard suffers
from large variabilities because the method determines
the time difference in a semi-automated way, based on
only two pixels. None the less, the automated algorithm
provides more observer-independent determinations;
minor noise in an image can strongly influence the
determination of vp, yielding large beat-to-beat varia-
bilities. The strict procedure as proposed by Takatsuji
et al.[52] has, in case of manual execution, the advantage
of filtering out variability. However, analogous to the
method of Stugaard, this method finally calculates vp

using only two selected pixels, yielding potential sensi-
tivity to noise in an automated procedure, yielding high
beat-to-beat variabilities. The values in Table 1 indicate
that the Duval-Moulin–Garcia approach has a repro-
ducibility that meets values of standard Doppler indi-
ces[54]. This justifies the fact that in most of the recent
work this approach is used for quantifying vp. This
method uses more velocity information (all pixels along
an isovelocity line) compared to the approaches of
Stugaard and Takatsuji and is therefore less noise-
sensitive. Moreover, linear regression techniques can
easily be used for identifying a line with the isovelocity
contour, allowing a semiautomated determination of vp.
The method of Greenberg is a fully automated pro-
cedure, taking into account all the velocity information
in the selected part of the image. The manual selection of
the region of interest remains the only possible source
of inter-observer and intra-observer variability. As it
integrates all velocity information, the Greenberg
method is also almost insensitive to noise in the image.
On the other hand, when using the Greenberg method it
is hard to unravel whether changes in vp are due to
changes in the first or second phase of the ventricular
early filling pattern.
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Figure 5. Schematic representation of five different methods for quantifying flow propagation proposed by Brun
et al. (a), Duval-Moulin et al. and Garcia et al. (b), Stugaard et al. (c), Takatsuji et al. (d) and Greenberg
et al. (e).
Standardization

Regardless of the approach used, vp is identified with a
slope in the spatio-temporal colour M-mode Doppler
image. However, the quantification of vp is not stand-
ardized. Brun et al. and Takatsuji et al. quantify vp using
the tangent of a line, respectively expressed in m.s�1 and
cm.s�1. In contrast, Stugaard et al. prefer reporting a
time delay (TD in ms) or a normalized time delay (TD/S
in ms.cm�1). Greenberg et al. quantifies vp as an angle
(in �). As each approach quantifies a slope, transforma-
tion of values to a standard quantification is feasible[55].
As vp represents the propagation speed of a vortex ring,
the reporting of vp as a velocity seems at first sight the
most appropriate. However, to improve accuracy when
analysing steep slopes, a transformation to an angle
Eur J Echocardiography, Vol. 2, issue 4, December 2001
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(in �) or a log transformation might be better. This
transformation solves the inaccuracy in case of steep
slopes and brings data nearer to homoscedasticity[55,56].
Physiological Determinants of vp and E/vp
Age Dependency

Table 2 shows literature data on normal vp values for
different methods. vp is decreasing with age. Age-
dependency is also observed by Brun et al.[47] and Mego
et al.[57], reporting correlation coefficients of r= �0·61
and r= �0·59 respectively.
Left Ventricular Relaxation

Studies (Table 3) in both animals and humans dur-
ing coronary angioplasty-induced ischaemia[49,51,58],
during intra-coronary dobutamine infusion[47], before
and during cardiopulmonary bypass[59], in a mixed
patient population[52] and in patients with hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy[60] describe a univariate correlation of
the constant of isovolumic relaxation (tau) with vp as
Eur J Echocardiography, Vol. 2, issue 4, December 2001
obtained from the colour M-mode Doppler images. In
both animals and humans, Garcia and co-workers[59]

found that left ventricular relaxation is a major determi-
nant of vp, best described using a power function
tau=592·21 vp

�0·6838 (r= �0·78, P<0·001).
Table 1. Inter- and intra-observer variability.

Method
Inter-observer variability Intra-observer variability

Reference
% (*) cm.s�1 (†) % (*) cm.s�1 (†)

Brun 18�18 �1·6�18 20�9 2·7�10 (69)
Duval-Moulin–Garcia 8�6 1·3�4·5 6�6 2·1�3·7 (61)
Brun 9�19 NA 1�7 NA (57)
Duval-Moulin–Garcia 4�18 NA 2�16 NA (48)
Duval-Moulin–Garcia 11 NA 9 NA (62)
Duval-Moulin–Garcia 12 NA 8 NA (59)
Duval-Moulin–Garcia 7·6�3·8 NA 8·3�6·4 NA (87)
Duval-Moulin–Garcia 8�6 NA 7�5 NA (68)
Brun >20 NA >20 NA (51)
Brun 50 NA NA NA (56)
Stugaard 20 NA NA NA (56)
Takatsuji NA �1·0�6·2 NA 1·0�3·4 (52)

(*) Mean percent error�SD; (†) Mean difference�SD; NA: not available.
Table 2. Normal values of vp.

Method Age N vp Reference

Brun 39�13 29 84�11 (47)
Brun 21–35 21 77�25 (57)
Brun 36 0 16 70�23 (57)
Brun 51–60 13 53�15 (57)
Brun >65 14 43�11 (57)
Duval-Moulin–Garcia 63�11 30 76�16 (87)
Duval-Moulin–Garcia 60�11 38 74�19 (68)
Duval-Moulin–Garcia 37·2�8·9 7 54�9 (63)
Takatsuji 58·2�13 29 74�17 (52)
Takatsuji 56�10 26 73�19 (60)
Stugaard 20–70 54 43�27(*) (88)

Age: mean�SD; N=number of studies; vp=flow propagation
velocity (mean�SD) in cm.s�1; (*) time delay (TD) in ms.
Table 3. Relaxation constant and filling pressure as
physiological determinants of vp.

Method r–tau (*) r–p (†) Reference

Animals
Duval-Moulin–Garcia �0·65 �0·65 (59)
Stugaard 0·81 0·78 (49)
Stugaard 0·89 0·91 (58)

Humans
Brun �0·73 �0·69 (47)
Takatsuji �0·82 �0·61 (52)
Duval-Moulin–Garcia �0·53 NA (51)
Takatsuji �0·76 NA (60)
Duval-Moulin–Garcia �0·75 NA (59)
Duval-Moulin–Garcia NA �0·45 (61)
Duval-Moulin–Garcia NA �0·34 (48)
Brun NA NS (69)
Duval-Moulin–Garcia NA NS (63)

(*) correlation coefficient of the univariate regression between vp

(or TD) and the constant of isovolumic relaxation (tau); (†)
correlation coefficient of the univariate regression between vp (or
TD) and filling pressure; NA: not available; NS: not significant.
Filling Pressure

A study of Duval-Moulin et al.[51] concludes that during
ischaemia, the premature cessation of late filling is
associated with increased diastolic pressures. Also, in a
univariate analysis, several investigators found a sig-
nificant correlation between left atrial pressure, left
ventricular minimal pressure or left ventricular end-
diastolic pressure on one hand and vp on the other
hand[47–49,52,58,59,61]. In contrast, in multivariate analysis,
most studies were not able to demonstrate a significant
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load dependency of vp. Only in a study of Brun et al.[47],
in a multivariate model, both the relaxation constant
and the difference between left ventricular pressure at
mitral valve opening and minimal left ventricular press-
ure remained simultaneously significant variables for
determining vp. Moreover, several experimental
studies[59,62–66] reported no significant change in vp for
altering loading conditions including volume loading,
caval constriction, Trendelburg’s position, inverse
Trendelberg’s position, after inhalation of amyl nitride
and during lower body negative pressure.
Figure 6. Colour M-mode Doppler and pulsed wave Doppler images of left ventricular filling. Left panel: normal
filling pattern (vp=58cm.s�1, E/A>1). Middle panel: delayed relaxation filling pattern (vp=37 cm.s�1, E/A<1).
Right panel: Pseudo-normal filling pattern (vp=36 cm.s�1, E/A>1).
Clinical Implications

In case of diastolic dysfunction, standard pulsed wave
Doppler derived indices such as the ratio of peak early
filling (E) velocity to peak late filling (A) velocity
are sensitive for pseudo-normalization. In contrast,
Takatsuji et al.[52] conclude that the spatial and temporal
analysis of vp by colour M-mode Doppler echocardiog-
raphy was free of pseudo-normalization in evaluating
left ventricular diastolic dysfunction. This is illustrated
in Fig. 6, showing three colour M-mode Doppler images
for a normal (normal, left panel), delayed relaxation
(DR, middle panel) and pseudo-normal (PN, right
panel) filling pattern, next to the corresponding pulsed
Doppler tracings of mitral flow. Whereas the E/A ratio
can not distinct the normal and the pseudo-normal case,
the vp value remains delayed in case of pseudo-normal
filling, compared to the normal vp value.

Steine et al[67] demonstrated slowing of vp in patients
with acute myocardial infarction. Infarct size was a
determinant of slowing vp. In a serial echocardiographic
study in patients after a first myocardial infarc-
tion, Moller et al.[68] concluded that pseudo-normal or
restrictive filling patterns, detected using colour M-mode
Doppler, are related to progressive left ventricular
dilation and predict cardiac death.

Rajagopalan et al.[50] used colour M-mode to differ-
entiate between constrictive pericardial heart disease and
restrictive cardiomyopathy. Their results, obtained using
the Duval-Moulin–Garcia method, indicated a progres-
sively slower vp in patients with restrictive cardio-
myopathy, compared with patients with constrictive
pericarditis. Accordingly the observed time delay,
obtained using the approach of Stugaard, was longer in
patients with restrictive cardiomyopathy. In contrast,
the slope of the black-to-colour transition, as proposed
by Brun et al.[47], was not significantly different between
the two groups.
Eur J Echocardiography, Vol. 2, issue 4, December 2001
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As the main determinants of pulsed wave
Doppler peak E-velocity are left atrial pressure and left
ventricular relaxation, several authors propose the ratio
of E and vp as an index of left atrial pressure, left
ventricular end-diastolic pressure or pulmonary capil-
lary wedge pressure[48,61,63,69,70]. Thus, vp is believed
to correct for the load-dependency of E. All studies
propose a linear relationship of the form:

where p is filling pressure and � and � are fitting
constants. Table 4 summarizes these findings. Overall a
moderate to excellent correlation is reported (r=0·67–
0·87].

Firstenberg et al.[63] reported a relationship between
load and E/vp in a population of healthy volunteers. In
contrast, Garcia et al.[48] has studied a heterogeneous
population of patients. For those two populations, the
slope of the relationship between load and E/vp differs
significantly. This is an indication that, besides filling
pressure, also other covarying left ventricular properties
such as relaxation and compliance may interfere in the
relationship between load and the E/v ratio[71].
p
Pressure Imaging
Background

The Navier–Stokes equations are a complex set of
coupled differential equations, dictated by the principles
of conservation of mass and momentum, and are gov-
erning flow velocities. In the situation of the analysis of
a central inflow streamline of left ventricular filling, the
Navier–Stokes equations can be simplified considerably
to the 1D Euler equation[72]:

where v(s,t) is velocity at time t and distance s along
the streamline, p is local pressure, and � is blood
density. Thus local pressure gradients, )p/)s, can be
calculated directly from velocities along a streamline.
Eur J Echocardiography, Vol. 2, issue 4, December 2001
The calculation of the partial derivatives of Eq. 3 can
be visualized and schematically represented[73]. Figure
7 shows this representation for a colour M-mode
Doppler image of left ventricular filling. The represen-
tation for )v/)t (time dependent variation of v for all
positions along s) shows first an acceleration (in red),
followed by a deceleration (in blue). In the spatial
direction ()v/)s) acceleration is positive in the region of
the mitral valve (bottom of the image, blue colour) and
deceleration is observed in the upper part of the left
ventricle.
Table 4. Non-invasive estimation of filling pressure using E/vp.

Population Method � � r Reference

Atrial fibrilation Brun NA NA 0·65 (69)
MI Duval-Moulin–Garcia 5·27 4·6 0·80 (48)
HCM Brun 5·28 4·5 0·67 (70)
Miscellaneous Duval-Moulin–Garcia NA NA 0·62 (61)
Healthy volunteers Duval-Moulin–Garcia 0·039 1·02 0·81 (63)

�, �: linear regression model parameters; r: correlation coefficient; MI: myocardial infarction;
HCM: hypertrophic cardiomyopathy; NA: not available.
Transvalvular Pressure Gradients

In daily clinical practice, for most stenotic and regur-
gitant orifices, the simplified Bernoulli equation is com-
monly used to estimate a pressure difference from
measured velocities[17]:

where p is pressure (in Pa), � density (in kg.m3�1) of
blood and v velocity (in m.s�1). In this equation, the
unsteady flow component, the energy losses by turbu-
lence and friction, and the gravitational component are
neglected, only retaining the steady component. Filling
in the value of the density of blood at 37� (1060 kg.m3�1)
and converting pressure from Pa to mmHg (0·133
Pa=1 mmHg) results in the equation �p=4·v2. When
flow through a normal mitral valve is considered, the
assumptions, needed for application of the simplified
Bernoulli equation, are not met because of the larger
amount of fluid passing through the orifice, yielding a
contribution of the unsteady component equalling the
steady component. Several authors have addressed the
importance of the unsteady component and the accord-
ing limitations of the simplified Bernoulli equation using
in vitro, numerical and experimental studies[18–21,74].
Using colour M-mode Doppler echocardiography, by
integrating the Euler equation (Eq. 3) the unsteady
component of the pressure drop can be included:
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The use of colour M-mode Doppler echocardiography
for the estimation of pressure gradients across non-
restrictive valves by integrating the Euler equation
(unsteady Bernoulli equation, eq. 5) is validated in our
laboratory in a hydraulic model of the left heart, con-
sisting of two elastic chambers separated by a prosthetic
biological mitral valve. Simultaneously, high-fidelity LA
and left ventricular pressure tracings and Doppler
measurements were performed. Water-glycerine mix-
tures, equalling the viscosity of blood, were used as a test
fluid. Pressure drops across the mitral valve were calcu-
lated using both the simplified Bernoulli equation and
the unsteady Bernoulli equation. Results are illustrated
in Fig. 8, confirming that the incorporation of the
unsteady flow component using colour M-mode
Doppler echocardiography, yields a more accurate esti-
mation of the transvalvular pressure gradient, com-
pared to the simplified Bernoulli equation. Recently, the
feasibility of including the unsteady component in the
calculation of pressure drops over non-restricted orifices
using colour M-mode Doppler echocardiography is
demonstrated in dogs[75] and humans[76,77].
Figure 7. Visual representation of the principles of the pressure imaging technique. Using the spatio-temporal
velocity image v(s,t) as an input, spatial ()v/)s) and temporal ()v/)t) partial derivatives are calculated and the
time dependent pressure gradients ()p/)s) along the base–apex axis of the left ventricular is reconstructed.
Intra-ventricular Pressure Gradients

The pressure imaging technique can be extended from
transvalvular pressure gradients to intra-ventricular
pressure gradients. Intra-ventricular pressure gradients
during relaxation and filling of the left ventricle were
first described by Ling et al.[78]. Courtois et al.[79]

observed a significant sub-basal–apical early diastolic
pressure gradient along the left ventricular inflow tract
with minimum pressure in the apex speculating suction
of the blood toward the left ventricular apex. In con-
trast, using a 1D numerical model, Verdonck et al.[80],
and using an axisymmetric three-dimensional model,
Vierendeels et al.[46] demonstrated that such pressure
gradients are not a rigorous proof of elastic recoil.
Eur J Echocardiography, Vol. 2, issue 4, December 2001
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Intra-ventricular pressure gradients yield potential
important clinical useful information. In a study of
Courtois et al.[79], during acute ischaemia, pressure
gradients diminished, making it a possible marker for
ischaemia in clinical practice. Recently, Firstenberg
et al. demonstrated abrupt improvements in diastolic
intra-ventricular gradients following myocardial
revascularization[81].
Future Research
Future Research in Flow Propagation
Velocity

Despite the fact that much basic research has been
performed already, the influences of left ventricular
properties on the left ventricular filling pattern remains a
matter of debate. In the last two decades, numerical and
hydraulic models have proved to be very helpful in
understanding the detailed physiological underpinnings
of the transmitral filling pattern as recorded using pulsed
wave Doppler echocardiography. In addition, the devel-
opment of new or the refinement of existing numerical
and hydraulic models that can isolate the influence on
the left ventricular filling pattern of individual changes
in left ventricular properties can be very useful in
unravelling the individual contributions of relaxation,
compliance and filling pressure in changes of vp and the
E/vp ratio. Preliminary steps in this direction are already
undertaken[82].

Whereas in an experimental setting vp measurements
are used by several research groups, the daily applica-
tion in a clinical setting remains difficult, mainly because
Eur J Echocardiography, Vol. 2, issue 4, December 2001
of a lack in standardization and automation, yielding
large operator dependent variabilities. However, the
incorporation of standardized and automated algo-
rithms in the analysis tools, provided with the contem-
porary sonographers, could reduce operator depen-
dent variability and catalyze the introduction of this
diagnostic tool in clinical practice.
Future Research in Pressure Imaging

Intensive research on left ventricular filling using trans-
mitral flow profiles has resulted in several non-invasive
approaches for the quantification of left ventricular
properties including relaxation and compliance, relying
on approximations of the unsteady component of the
pressure drop[83,84]. The incorporation of the unsteady
pressure component can only contribute to an improve-
ment of those methods.

Recently Milde et al[85] introduced the ventricular
diastolic impedance Z as an index of global diastolic
function. Global diastolic impedance was defined as left
ventricular pressure P over transmitral flow Q during
early-rapid filling (E-wave). Simultaneous Doppler
E-wave images and micromanometric ventricular press-
ures were used for calculation of diastolic impedance Z.
The index Z differentiated between ‘impedance-
matched’ (normal diastolic function) and ‘impedance-
mismatched’ (abnormal diastolic function) subjects in
19 subjects (10 normal, nine abnormal). Theoretically,
longitudinal impedance of left ventricular inflow can be
derived non-invasively from colour Doppler M-mode
images. Although the feasibility of this technique in a
hydraulic model is already demonstrated[82], continuous
research remains necessary to unravel the physiological
determinants of this index.

The investigation of intra-ventricular pressure
gradients is very complicated because it requires com-
plex instrumentation of models, e.g. using multiple high
fidelity pressure transducers. This complex setting also
limits the application in clinical practice. Recently, how-
ever, Greenberg et al.[86] validated the ability of colour
M-mode Doppler to quantify these very small pres-
sure gradients and demonstrated their change induced
by �-adrenergic stimulation. The possibility of non-
invasively determining intra-ventricular pressure gradi-
ents will enhance research possibilities in this field and
opens a track for applications in clinical practice.
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Figure 8. Validation of colour M-mode Doppler derived
pressure drops in a hydraulic model of the left heart.
Invasive measured pressure drops (x-axis, mmHg) vs
Doppler derived pressure gradients calculated using
the simplified Bernoulli equation (open triangles) and
integration of the Euler equation (unsteady Bernoulli
equation, closed triangles).
Conclusion

Colour M-mode Doppler echocardiography has been
shown to be a clinical valuable tool for assessing
diastolic function, especially in making a distinction
between normal and pseudo-normal filling patterns as
well as in the assessment of left atrial pressure. Moreover
the colour M-mode Doppler technique has a high
potential for new applications in the field of pressure
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imaging. In both fields, the use of automated software is
mandatory. With the ever-increasing capacity of com-
puter power, the incorporation of user friendly analysis
software on the commercial available sonographers
should become reality.
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